
Exquisite designer statement artwork for architects, 
interior designers, stylists, home owners and decorator professionals that give the WOW 

factor to enhance and create the story in a space.

The ““Gold“I was drawn to the nature around me as a child and found myself 
fascinated by the trees. Trees seem to create a di� erent world within themselves, 

not just the wildlife but as inspirational domains, where things seem possible 
that might not be in the everyday working world.”

The “Golden Tree Collection 21” has inspired by one of the famous motif’s tree of life.   “The Tree 
of Life” symbol represents our personal development, uniqueness and individual beauty. Just as 
the branches of a tree strengthen and grow upwards to the sky, we too grow stronger, striving for 

greater knowledge, wisdom and new experiences as we move through life.

This authentic artwork collection is designed with detailed hand-cra� ed stencils, gold leaf and 
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“ I have improved my level of 
patience and not to get too caught up in the outcomes, 

but to just let the process happen until 
the magic appears”

This authentic artwork collection is designed with detailed hand-cra� ed stencils, gold leaf and mix medium paints on reclaimed 
wood. All these unique statement pieces have lots of dimensions and movements to it with change of lights. Explore and inspire 

with our designer painting collection “Golden tree collection 21” created with mixed media.
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COSMOS  & EVOLUTION COLLECTIONS - Contemporary, bold-toned, organic formed mixed-media designer painting collection . These two design collections are based 
on the development of the  universe and its harmony. It was inspired by many cultural influences and painting techniques mainly focused on abstract style and 3D e� ects.

THE LADY BEAUTIFUL COLLECTION -This to capture the beauty and empowerment in women, which was inspired by many cultures, multitude of influences ranging from 
poetry, music, art, and nature.I strive to create a piece of exquisite artwork, that fully encapsulates the female visage and physique, through conceptual lines and bold colours, enhanced with various 
forms of texture.
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